
IMPORTANT!

This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany or one of its Group Companies to 
provide a general indication only of the range of vehicles, optional extras (for example satellite 
navigation systems, interface and telecommunication kits), accessories, merchandise and/
or products (together, the range is known as the “Products”) available in various countries.  
Some of the Products shown may not be available in Australia, or may only be available in 
a different specification.  Additionally, some Products may only be available in combination 
with others.  Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the 
limitations of the printing process.  Products available while stocks last.  Changes may have 
been made to the Products since this brochure was printed.  The information in this brochure 
is therefore indicative, illustrative and provided only for guidance and should not be relied 
upon.  For current information on the availability, design, features and prices of Products 

available in Australia you should contact your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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  1    Hymara   ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel   |   p 06   |  
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  Light-alloy wheels
      Styling accessories   
Wheel accessories  



  Hymara   |   5-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19 XL  
    B6 647 4560    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43|   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4561  

  Behes   |   5-Y-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   Finish: two-tone    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20 XL  
    B6 647 4529    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20 XL  
    B6 647 4530  

  Armida   |   9-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4333  ; titanium silver finish:   B6 647 4422      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4334  ; titanium silver finish:   B6 647 4423  

  Eridanus   |   5-twin-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4284    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43 |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4293  

  Maedis   |   12-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver, 
high-sheen    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4558    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4559  

  Almizar   |   5-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver, 
high-sheen    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19 XL  
    B6 647 4538    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4539  

  Almach   |   5-twin-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    43.2 cm (17 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8 J x 17 ET 43     |   Tyre:   235/55 R17  
    B6 647 4316  

  On all 43.2 cm (17 inch) light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt 
B6 647 0159 and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0155    
    For all 45.7 cm (18 inch) wheels and larger, use wheel bolt 
B6 647 0161 and rim lock B6 647 0156    
    Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts 
or hub caps  
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  ıncenıo   light-alloy wheels  

  Nuklida   |   5-Y-spoke wheel    
    ıncenıo   light-alloy wheel
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver, 
high-sheen    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19 XL  
    B6 647 4556    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4557  

  Class begins with CL
    

    What makes a CL Coupé even more elegant, 
even more attractive, even more exclusive?     
    Nothing!    
    What makes a CL Coupé even more 
individual, even more distinctive? What 
makes it even more your dream car?    
    The light-alloy wheels pictured here – 
for an extra touch of CL class.  



  Multi-spoke wheel    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19 XL  
    B6 647 4536    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4537  

  Kiyali   |   5-spoke wheel    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver, 
high-sheen    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20 XL  
    B6 647 4554    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43|   Tyre:   275/35 R20 XL  
    B6 647 4555  

  Alaraph   |   10-spoke wheel    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20  
    B6 647 4214    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20  
    B6 647 4215  
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  Mercedes-Benz 
light-alloy wheels  

  10-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4534    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4535  

  5-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4531  

  15-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4571    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4572  

  5-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: anthracite    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |  Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4532    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4533  

  7-twin-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver, 
high-sheen    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4575  ; titanium silver finish:   B6 647 4526      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4576  ; titanium silver finish:   B6 647 4527  

  5-spoke wheel    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19   XL
    B6 647 4573    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4574  
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  5-spoke wheel    
    43.2 cm (17 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8 J x 17 ET 43     |   Tyre:   235/55 R17  
    B6 647 4258     
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4430  ; chrome finish:   B6 647 4387  

  On all 43.2 cm (17 inch) light-alloy wheels, use 
wheel bolt B6 647 0159 and the corresponding 
rim lock B6 647 0155    
    For all 45.7 cm (18 inch) wheels and larger, use 
wheel bolt B6 647 0161 and rim lock B6 647 0156    
    Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, 
wheel bolts or hub caps  

  Denebola   |   9-twin-spoke wheel    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19  
    B6 647 4313    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4314  

  9-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: titanium silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4429    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4428  

  5-spoke wheel    
    45.7 cm (18 inch)   |   Finish: polished    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/45 R18  
    B6 647 4395    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 18 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/45 R18  
    B6 647 4396  

  Multi-spoke wheel    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   Finish: sterling silver    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19  
    B6 647 4205    
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 647 4206  

  7-spoke wheel    
    43.2 cm (17 inch)   |   Finish: silver    
    Wheel:   8 J x 17 ET 43     |   Tyre:   235/55 R17  
    B6 647 1840  
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  Mercedes-Benz 
light-alloy wheels
    
    Door handle recesses
Hub caps
    Mud flaps
    Rim locks
        Snow chains
Tyre pressure gauge
            Valve caps  
Wheel bolts

  Mud flaps    
    Protect the underbody and the 
sides of the car from loose 
chippings and dirt. For front 
axle. Can be painted in body 
colour by dealer   

  High-sheen chromed door handle recesses    
    Round off your CL-Class Coupé’s chrome finish 
and protect the paintwork from scratches   

  Hub caps    
    Protect the hub from dirt. 
Available in the following versions:
    1     |   Black with chrome star 
    2     |   Classic Roadster design in blue
    3     |   Classic Roadster design in black
    4     |   Sterling silver with chrome star 
    5     |   Titanium silver with chrome star   

  Rim locks    
    Set consisting of coded key 
and one lock per wheel 
    

    Wheel bolts
       |   not pictured   |  
    

    Valve caps  

  Tyre pressure gauge    
    Compact design. Saves readings. 
Suitable for all tyre valves (including 
cycle tyres). Keeping tyres at the 
optimum pressure saves fuel and 
reduces tyre wear. Supplied with 
leather pouch   

  Snow chain systems    
    The RUD-matic DISC snow chain has a user-friendly 
design and can be fitted and removed quickly. With 
extra-reinforced chain links for the toughest conditions 
and excellent traction on snow and ice, it is a reliable 
companion in wintry road conditions  



1

  1    Wood/leather steering wheel   |   p 16   |  
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          Multimedia
Navigation
  Telephony  

  Child safety
Interior appointments



|1|

|2| |4|

|3|

  Mobile-phone holders    
    When it comes to selecting a mobile for your Mercedes-Benz, you’ve never had 
so much choice. One “click” is all it takes to replace the mobile-phone holder. 
It takes a matter of seconds and is as straightforward as inserting the mobile 
into the holder itself.     
    Further advantages of the mobile-phone holders:  
      Optimum reception quality as a result of using vehicle’s external aerial

      Mobile’s battery is charged
      Access to internal phone memory

      Convenient operation using multifunction steering wheel    
    To use a mobile-phone holder, your car must be factory-fitted with optional extra 
  Code 386, Convenience Telephony   
    
    To find out more about the mobile-phone holders and functions available for your 
mobile, go to www.mercedes-benz.com/connect, or contact your Mercedes-Benz partner   

  Holders are available for various 
current models of mobile phone:    

    1     |      Nokia     (6303i, 3109, 3110, 6300, 
6500 classic, E71, E66)  

    2     |     Sony Ericsson     (C902, K770i)  
    3     |     Apple     (iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS)  
    4     |      BlackBerry     (9700 Bold, 

9000 Bold, 8300 Curve, 
8310 Curve, 8320 Curve)  

  Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth  ®   telephone module    
    The telephone module is designed to extend the mobile communication 
system in your Mercedes-Benz. Just connect it to your Convenience 
Telephony system (Code 386) in the centre armrest, and start using 
your mobile via the on-board hands-free system. You can leave your 
mobile phone in your jacket pocket.    
      Access to contact details saved on SIM card

      Optimum reception quality as a result of using 
vehicle’s external aerial

      Read and receive text messages
      The closed box features an integral USB port 
which can be used to charge the mobile phone    

    Two versions of the Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth SAP  1   telephone module 
are available: one in the form of a closed box [pictured above right] 
and the other with a corded handset [not pictured]. Both versions 
feature a SIM card reader.    
    Contact your Mercedes-Benz partner for details of the handset’s 
compatibility  

  1    SAP (SIM Access Profile) 
allows the module to 
read your mobile phone’s 
SIM card  
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    Bluetooth telephone module  
    Media Interface video cable
Mobile-phone holders 
        Navigation DVD  
SD memory card

  Media Interface video cable  3      
    Transforms your Mercedes-Benz into a cinema: the Media Interface 
video cable allows various video sources (e.g. camcorder, iPod video, 
iPhone, video players produced by various manufacturers, etc.) to 
be connected to the Media Interface via AUX. The videos are played on 
your COMAND APS monitor when the vehicle is stationary. (Only in 
conjunction with Media Interface, Code 518)   

  SD memory card    
    The COMAND APS in your CL-Class features 
a slot for SD memory cards. Use the SD memory 
card as a convenient way to play music  

  Europe navigation DVD for COMAND APS  2       
    Rediscover navigation. In recent years integral navigation 
has made journeys more relaxed, less time-consuming 
and, above all, safer. If you want to continue to enjoy these 
advantages to the full, we recommend that you regularly 
replace the navigation DVD in your navigation system with 
the latest version. Ensuring that the data you’re using 
matches the roads you’re travelling on. And that the only 
surprises you encounter during your journey are of a 
pleasant nature  

  2    The data for the Mercedes-Benz navigation systems is regularly updated. 
Please ask your Mercedes-Benz partner for the latest navigation DVDs

    
    3    Does not support your iPhone’s phone function. Please contact your 

Mercedes-Benz partner for details of other function restrictions  

  Convenience & luxury
    

    The elegance and allure of a CL Coupé are 
timeless. Unlike the data for your navigation system, 
which needs to be updated regularly.     
    Everything has its time. So sit back and take 
a little time to browse through the products shown in 
this section, designed to build on the convenience 
and luxury your car offers.  



  Wood/leather steering wheel
    burr walnut   |   black    
    Wood/leather steering wheels are also 
available in other colours to match the interior    
    Please contact your Mercedes-Benz dealer for details 
of compatibility with your car  

  Mercedes-Benz InCar Hotspot    
    Adds the internet to your CL-Class. The system provides a quick, 
stable connection to data networks such as HSDPA/UMTS or GSM/
GPRS/EDGE via your car’s roof aerial. Up to four WLAN-enabled 
devices can be connected to the InCar Hotspot at the same time
    
    System requirements: 
    WLAN-enabled device with WLAN IEEE 802.11 b/g interface  
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  InCar Hotspot

Coat hanger  
  Door sill panels
    Floor mats
        Wood/leather steering wheel  

  Coat hanger    
    Robust coat hanger made from chromed metal. 
Easy to fit to the front head restraints. 
The ideal way to transport items of clothing 
without creasing them  

  Durable, hardwearing materials. 
Available in various colours to match 
the interior. Can be clip-fastened to 
the floor of the vehicle to prevent slipping  

  1     |   CLASSIC rep floor mats     
    2     |   CLASSIC all-season floor mats     
    3     |   CLASSIC velour floor mats   

  Illuminated door sill panels    
    The blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz lettering is 

activated every time you open the door to get in or 
out. These illuminated door sill panels, in ground 

stainless steel, are a further “highlight” of the CL-Class   



  Additional interior mirror    
    Designed to help you keep an eye on what’s going 
on in the rear of the car. This practical product, 
made from shatterproof safety glass, is simple to 
snap into place  

  “KidFix” child seat    
    Booster seat for optimum side impact protection, 
with height-adjustable backrest. The “KidFix” seat 
can be attached using the 3-point seat belt and 
ISOFIX attachment points. For children between the 
ages of around 3.5 and 12 (15 to 36 kg). Removable, 
washable “DaimlerSquare” cover   
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    Additional interior mirror  
Child seats
    Vario bag  

  “BABY-SAFE plus” child seat    
    Deep, moulded seat design offers extra side-impact protection for optimum 
safety. Special padding, designed to protect particularly vulnerable 
body areas of children up to around 15 months (up to 13 kg). Removable, 
washable “DaimlerSquare” cover. With automatic child seat recognition 
as standard  

  “DUO plus” child seat    
    Optimum safety for children between the ages of around 8 months and 
4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top tether, an additional belt 
for securing the head section, a height-adjustable shoulder belt and 
ventilation channels. With ISOFIX attachment points. Adjustable tilt. 
Removable, washable “DaimlerSquare” cover  

  Vario bag    
    Plenty of extra stowage space 
for the really important things in life. 
In “DaimlerSquare” fabric  

  Mercedes-Benz child seats are available with automatic child seat recognition 
as an option. If your car also has automatic child seat recognition, the 
technology automatically deactivates the front passenger airbag when a child 
seat with automatic child seat recognition is installed on the front passenger 
seat. All child seats are also suitable for use in vehicles without ISOFIX 
attachment points.     
    For further information on the Mercedes-Benz child safety range, ask your 
Mercedes-Benz partner for a copy of our separate brochure  



1

  1    Dust cover   |   p 22   |     
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  Boot accessories  



  Dust cover    
    Protective cover made from synthetic stretch 
fabric. Designed to be used in a garage or 
other enclosed spaces. Keeps the car clean 
and protects it from dust and scratches  

  Fluorescent jackets    
    Compulsory in many countries, the bright 
orange and yellow fluorescent jackets 
with reflective stripes are conspicuous even 
in the dark. Available individually or as 
a pack of two  
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          Charger
Coolbag
Coolbox
Dust cover
  Fluorescent jacket  
Rectifier
        Safety tow rod      

  1     |   Coolbox    
    black/grey   |   Hard case with fabric cover featuring 
pockets for extra items. Cold/hot switch. Capacity: 
24 litres. 12V connection. Adjustable carrying strap
    
    2     |   Coolbag    
    black   |   Fabric outside, plastic liner inside. Outside 
pockets offer plenty of room for extra items. Capacity: 
12 litres. 12V connection. Adjustable carrying strap
    
    3     |   Rectifier    
    Allows the Mercedes-Benz coolbox and the coolbag 
to be connected to a 230V socket at home  

  Safety tow rod    
    2-piece steel rod with patented connector 
and cotter pin. For trailer couplings and 
towing eyes. Approved for vehicles with 
a gross vehicle weight of up to 3.2 t  

  Charger with trickle charge function    
    With its cutting-edge technology, 
the Mercedes-Benz charger ensures 
the longest possible battery life. 
Available in a 3.6 amp version (above) 
and a 25 amp version (not pictured)  

  CLever solutions
    

    Anyone who appreciates the finer things in life knows how important 
it is to protect them.    
    Our tailored dust cover, made from specially developed synthetic fibre, 
helps preserve your CL Coupé’s stunning looks. And valuable items 
of luggage can be secured using a variety of genuine accessories for 
the boot.    
    This section contains a whole range of capable products you’ll appreciate.  



  Shallow boot tub    
    Simple to clean. 
Non-slip thanks to PP-Flex material. 
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs  

  Luggage net    
    Available for the floor of the boot. 
Prevents lightweight objects from sliding 
around during your journey. The net 
is in pocket format  

  Non-slip mat    
    black   |   Non-slip mat made from 
oil and acid-resistant polyester. 
Designed to fit the contours of the boot  

  Tie-down strap    
    Even heavy objects can be secured 
in place easily using this strap  

  Luggage-securing feature    
    Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage 
sliding around in the boot. Attaches securely around 
the object in question thanks to Velcro fastening  
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  Shopping crate    
    anthracite   |   Collapsible 
    
    Concertina load sill protector    
    Protects bumper and load sill 
from scratches  

  Boot tub 
  Concertina load sill protector   
Luggage net
Luggage-securing feature
Non-slip mat
    Shopping crate
                Tie-down strap  



  1    Watch   |   p 29   |     
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  Mercedes-Benz Collection  
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  Rollerball    
    Metal, with matt, 
anthracite-coloured finish. 
Logo laser-engraved on 
clip. Takes standard refills  

  1     |   Samsonite laptop bag    
    black   |   For laptops with display measuring 
up to 39 cm. Laptop shock-absorber system. 
Smart Sleeve for transporting on upright/
spinner suitcases. Size: 44 x 39 x 14 cm
    
    2     |   Wallet    
    black   |   Matt leather. 2 note sections, 
1 coin compartment, 8 credit card slots, 
5 pockets. Star logo stud
    
    3     |   Business card wallet    
    black   |   Matt leather. 2 compartments. 
Star logo stud  

  Men’s Fashion jacket    
    Fashionable, slightly 
padded nylon jacket for men. 
Star logo zip tag  

  “CL” key ring    
    Key fob with split ring, central element 
and articulated link. The fob is a replica of 
the lettering which features on the boot lid  
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    Business card wallet   
Cuff links
        Key ring
Laptop bag
Men’s jacket
            Rollerball
      Wallet
Watch

  Watch    
    Tested to 10 ATM. Date feature with magnifying 
window. Hardened, anti-reflective mineral crystal. 
3D star logo on dial. Stainless steel case with 
screw back. Stainless steel bracelet  

  Cuff links    
    High-sheen polished metal. 
Inlaid 3D star logo badge  

  Coordinated lifestyle
    

    Anyone who opts for a CL Coupé is sending 
out a signal. Documenting a taste that is anything 
but commonplace.    
    Why should that change the moment you leave 
your car?  



 1

 2

1

  1    AMG bodystyling   |   p 33   |         2    48.3  cm (19 inch)   |   AMG 5-spoke wheel, Style VI   |   p 33   |  
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  Light alloy wheels 
Bodystyling  



  AMG door sill panels, illuminated    
    Brushed stainless steel   

  AMG door sill panels, not illuminated    
    Brushed stainless steel   |   not pictured   |  

  AMG floor mats    
    With embroidered AMG lettering  

  AMG door pin    
    In high-quality chromed aluminium   

  AMG 5-spoke wheel   |   Style III    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
titanium silver
    B6 603 1197    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20  
    B6 603 1198  

  AMG forged wheel   |   Style IV    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
gloss black, polished spokes 
    B6 603 1497

    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20  
    B6 603 1498  

  AMG 5-spoke wheel   |   Style III    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
titanium silver
    B6 603 1207    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20  
    B6 603 1208  

  AMG 5-twin-spoke wheel   |   Style IV    
    50.8 cm (20 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
silver, high-sheen
    B6 603 1464    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/35 R20      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 20 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/35 R20  
    B6 603 1465  
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  Bodystyling
Door pin
    Door sill panels
      Indoor car cover   
    Floor mats
Light-alloy wheels       

  AMG bodystyling    
    The bodystyling components which make up the 
AMG Sports package – AMG front and rear aprons 
and AMG side skirts – add a distinctively sporty 
touch, lending the exterior even more dynamism 
and panache  

  For further information about AMG 
accessories, visit the Mercedes-AMG website 
at www.mercedes-amg.com/#/accessories  

  AMG indoor car cover    
       |   not pictured   |  

  AMG multi-spoke wheel   |   Style V    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel,
    silver, high-sheen
    B6 603 1117

    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 603 1118  

  AMG triple-spoke wheel   |   Style VII    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
titanium grey, high-sheen 
    B6 603 1477    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 603 1478
  

  AMG 5-spoke wheel   |   Style VI    
    48.3 cm (19 inch)   |   AMG light-alloy wheel, 
silver, high-sheen
    B6 603 0042    
    Wheel:   8.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   255/40 R19      
    Option for rear axle:
    Wheel:   9.5 J x 19 ET 43     |   Tyre:   275/40 R19  
    B6 603 0043  



  Genuine accessories for the CL-Class Coupé   
  Description    p    Item no.  

  Additional interior mirror    18    A204 810 2817  

  AMG door pin    32    A000 766 0428  

  AMG door sill panels, not illuminated   
(brushed stainless steel, set of 2)  

  32    B6 602 1072  

  AMG door sill panels, white illumination   
(brushed stainless steel, set of 2)  

  32    B6 602 1073  

  AMG floor mats   (LHD, complete set)    32    B6 603 7215  

  AMG front apron    33    B6 603 6547  

  AMG indoor car cover    33    A216 899 0086  

  AMG light-alloy wheels    30  from page 30

  AMG rear apron    31    B6 603 6549  

  AMG side skirts    30    B6 603 6373  

  “BABY-SAFE plus” child seat   
(with automatic child seat recognition)  

  19    A000 970 1000  

  Business card wallet    28    B6 695 6484  

  Charger   (ECE version, 3.6A)    23    A000 982 0121  

  Charger   (ECE version, 25A)    23    A000 982 0321  

  “CL” key ring    28    B6 695 7507  

  CLASSIC all-season floor mats   (LHD, complete set, black)    17    B6 781 2055  

  CLASSIC rep floor mats   (LHD, complete set, black)    17    B6 636 0412  

  CLASSIC velour floor mats   (LHD, complete set, black)    17    B6 639 3302  

  Description    p    Item no.  

  Coat hanger    17    A000 814 0132  

  Concertina load sill protector    25    A212 680 0246  

  Coolbag    23    B6 681 8725  

  Coolbox    23    A000 820 4206  

  Cuff links    29    B6 695 7551  

  “DUO plus” child seat   
(with automatic child seat recognition)  

  19    A000 970 1100  

  “DUO plus” child seat   
(without automatic child seat recognition)  

  19    A000 970 1600  

  Dust cover    22    B6 688 5013  

  Europe navigation DVD for COMAND APS    15    on request  

  Fluorescent jacket   (single, orange)    22    A000 583 0461  

  Fluorescent jackets   (pack of 2, orange/yellow)    22    A000 583 0361  

  High-sheen chromed door handle recesses    11    B6 688 1265  

  Hub caps   (black with chrome star)    11    B6 647 0200  

  Hub caps   (Roadster design in black)    11    B6 647 0201  

  Hub caps   (Roadster design in blue)    11    B6 647 0120  

  Hub caps   (sterling silver with chrome star)    11    B6 647 0206  

  Hub caps   (titanium silver with chrome star)    11    B6 647 0202  

  Further colour variants for 
individual products can be 
found in the separate price 
list for this brochure  
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  Description    p    Item no.  

  Illuminated door sill panels    17    B6 689 0168  

  “KidFix” child seat   
(with automatic child seat recognition)  

  18    A000 970 1800 9G43  

  “KidFix” child seat   
(without automatic child seat recognition)  

  18    A000 970 1900 9G43  

  Light-alloy wheels    04  from page   04  

  Luggage net, floor of boot    24    B6 766 0108  

  Luggage-securing feature    24    A001 987 1414  

  Media Interface video cable   (ECE)    15    A001 827 8004  

  Men’s Fashion jacket    28    B6 695 4990 - 4994  

  Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth telephone module    14    on request  

  Mercedes-Benz InCar Hotspot    16    on request  

  Mobile-phone holders   
The range is being extended all the time. 
Please contact your Mercedes-Benz partner for details   

  14    on request  

  Mud flaps   (front set, primed)    11    B6 652 8238   

  Non-slip mat   (fitted)    24    B6 768 0072  

  Description    p    Item no.  

  Rectifier    23    A000 982 0021  

  Rim locks   43.2 cm (17 inch)    11    B6 647 0155  

  Rim locks   45.7 cm (18 inch)    11    B6 647 0156  

  Rollerball    28    B6 695 4196  

  RUD-matic DISC snow chain system   (255/40 R19)    11    B6 755 0108  

  RUD-matic DISC snow chain system   (255/45 R18)    11    B6 755 0024  

  Safety tow rod    23    A000 890 0224  

  Samsonite laptop bag    28    B6 695 6475  

  SD memory card   (ECE, COMAND APS)    15    B6 782 3973  

  Shallow boot tub    24    B6 668 0099  

  Shopping crate    25    B6 647 0995  

  Tie-down strap    24    A000 890 0294  

  Tyre pressure gauge    11    B6 658 8140  

  Valve caps    11    B6 647 2001  

  Vario bag   (DaimlerSquare)    19    A000 899 1961  

  Wallet    28    B6 695 6483  

  Watch    29    B6 695 5133  

  Wheel bolts    11    B6 647 0159  

  Wood/leather steering wheel    16    on request  



  Please note: changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press (31.08.2010). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, 

form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect 

to the purchaser. Where the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. 

The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, 

owing to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany and is distributed internationally. It provides a general indication of 

the range of models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in various countries. Some of the models, features, optional extras and/or colours may not be available 

in your country or may only be available in a different specification. Additionally some models, features, optional extras and/or colours may only be available in combination 

with others. For current and more specific information in relation to the range of models, features, optional extras and/or colours available in your country, and their pricing, you 

should contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz Passenger Car Dealer.

    

    Mercedes-Benz Accessories GmbH, Stuttgart · A Daimler Company 

    3230 · 1445 · 02-01/0910 · Printed in the Federal Republic of Germany  

  September 2010  
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